I had expectations. Although I tried to ignore preview stories and ads, I suspected Michael Moore would strum some clichéd chords in his film on the US health care system, SiCKO. As I settled in for a media screening, I was expecting to see attacks on insurance companies. I thought Moore would lay blame on various greedy executives and venal politicians. I doubted he would grapple with powerful cost drivers, such as drug and device discovery or patient expectations for rescue, regardless of circumstances.

My expectations were fulfilled; and yet SiCKO also surprised me. It is not entirely a rant. Parts of it are really funny.

But what was totally unexpected, to me at least, was how clearly Moore identifies the values, beliefs, and assumptions that underlie debate about the health care system.

No single movie is going to instantly change the terms of the national discussion, but Moore may influence some of the popular themes by going beyond the clutter of co-pays, deductibles, underwriting, insurance contract clauses, and so on to get to the real points: What do we want from our health care system, and what do we expect of each other in order to get it?

“I suspect that while most of the chatter will be about which of Michael Moore’s facts are right or wrong, the real effect will be to help clarify what we’re really arguing about—not co-pays, but care; not underwriting, but responsibility.”
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they never connect with the emotional guts of the citizenry. Journals like Health Affairs are chockfull of dazzling visual analyses of the health care system’s characteristics, shortcomings, and potential remedies; but that sort of airy analysis will never incite crowds.

More tells stories of individual people, and drops in facts that suit his interpretation of what was happening to them. Sure, he gets a lot of details wrong, but his storytelling will resonate with audiences.

In part, that’s because he made a smart decision: He avoids the usual recitation of bad things that happen to people without insurance. He undeniably knows that most of the ticketholders for his movies have jobs and insurance, so he portrays people who generally thought they were covered, up until the moment they really needed their benefits.

People sitting in darkened theaters will see characters on the screen that remind them of themselves or family or friends. The tales are not about “them,” they are about “us.” That’s good storytelling.

Spoiler Alert!

Fair warning, if you haven’t seen Sicko, that the following paragraphs reveal plot details.

Moore makes the US system look pitifully compared with those of other countries. He’s no pioneer on this topic—just take a look at the “Mirror, Mirror on the Wall” report from the Commonwealth Fund for a recent example of the many academic analyses of our poor showing on international health scales.

It’s likely that many more people will pay attention to Moore’s depiction; and people need to know that despite our unrivaled spending on health care, the health of Americans lags far behind that of residents of most other developed nations.

Still, he presses the point with unfair comparisons. For instance, while going on about the many ways that the French system of social welfare is more comprehensive than ours, on the one hand he points to Americans bankrupted by medical expenses and forced to move in with their adult children, the other hand describes famously French professionals living apparently idyllic lives in tonsy neighborhoods. But he never visits the Paris suburbs that erupted in fiery riots two years ago, where one of three young adults is unemployed and incomes are only a quarter of the French average.

The movie also leaves out essential information. One vignette is set near where the Watts riots scarred neighborhoods in Los Angeles generation ago. The mother of a child with an intense fever rushed her daughter to King-Drew Medical Center. But she’s a member of the Kaiser Permanente health plan, and Moore says she was told to transfer the girl to a Kaiser Permanente facility. The mother resists, then relents. The child’s condition nose-dives. The girl dies.

The clear implication is that she would have been better off receiving care at King-Drew and that heartless health plan calculations contributed to her death.

But Moore never tells filmgoers at least two key facts: (1) febrile convulsions in children may be really scary, but they rarely have serious consequences (and if it’s not the clear health plan calculation, then it’s the potent imagination). (2) King-Drew Medical Center is a terribly troubled institution. The hospital lost its Joint Commission accreditation and has been under intense scrutiny for years. Things are so bad there that the hospital was reorganized as King-Harbor to bring in UCLA management. As the Los Angeles Times recently reported, “the public hospital has flunked more than a dozen inspections, and four times has been cited for problems so severe that regulators deemed patients in ‘immediate jeopardy.’”

He also neglects to say whether this sort of aggressive medical intervention would be provided in the other nations he praises. I’d bet it isn’t, since being more conservative about treatment in extreme cases is one way most nations conserve resources for the mainstream care of the majority of patients.

And, by the way, being more conservative also generally means less treatment-related harm. Moore never seems to consider that aggressive treatment might be futile or even damaging.

The film also makes the common mistake of conflating the concepts of universal coverage and single-payer financing systems.

Even as he ridicules those who equate criticizing Iraq War policies with supporting terrorists, he asserts that opposition to single-payer financing is the same as being uncaring about the millions of Americans without health care coverage. And he implies that the Canadian, British, and French health care systems are virtually unblemished by domestic criticism. Yeah, right.

The Facts vs The Story

I could go on with a list of inaccuracies and half-truths, and I’m certain many of Moore’s critics will, but this column is about the media’s portrayals of health and medical issues. I’m not taking sides in the health care reform debate. What’s more, he scores many direct hits on a reimbursement system that often rewards health plans for putting roadblocks in the way of treatment or for shutting out applicants who might actually use their insurance benefits.

It’s important not to let the gaps in his logic or the flaws in his facts obscure the effective thrust of Moore’s filmmaking.

When he asks staff members at a UK National Health Service hospital for directions to the billing department, their bewilderment is delicious. And when he finally finds a window marked “Cashier,” the punch line (continued on page 5)
Advanced Cancer More Likely in Uninsured, Those on Medicaid

By Jane Erikson

Americans without health insurance and those covered by Medicaid are far more likely to be diagnosed with advanced cancer than those with private insurance, two new studies from the American Cancer Society show.

The findings, published in the July 15th issue of Cancer, further demonstrate the critical need not just for health care coverage for all Americans, but for coverage that will provide adequate access to care, said American Cancer Society President Richard C. Wender, MD, Chairman of the Department of Family Medicine at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia, who wrote an accompanying editorial.

“I join with people who say all Americans should have health insurance, and the ability to pay for needed care,” Dr. Wender told OT. “But the reality is, if all we did in the next five years is provide health insurance for those people who don’t have it, we would still have a failing health care system, we would still have disparities, and we would still have patients who are not able to pay for the health care they need.”

(painfully funny to Americans) is that the man behind the counter is not demanding payment, he is giving cash to patients to reimburse their transportation expenses.

Moore interviews a man in Canada whose hand was severed by a power saw. Four surgeons took shifts over 24 hours to reconstruct his hand. There was no bill. Moore tells the man from Canada about an American who lost the tips of two fingers to a power saw and was told that reattaching both would cost $72,000, a price the man could not afford, so the American decided to discard one finger tip. The look of startled shock on the Canadian man’s face is palpable.

SiCKO communicates essential human concerns and desires, not a treatise on health system organization. It is centered on values, dreams, and nightmares. Moore explicitly (and I think correctly) identifies the balance between the individual and the community as being at the core of the differences between the US system and those of most other nations.

The movies, like television, are essentially emotional media—poor at conveying facts, powerful at making emotional connections. And when it comes to motivating people, I’ll put my money on emotions over facts any day.

So I suspect that while most of the chatter about SiCKO will be about which of his facts are right or wrong, the real effect of this piece of motion picture communication will be to help clarify what we’re really arguing about—not co-pays, but care; not underwriting, but responsibility.

Near the end of his film, Moore sums up what he has learned: “They live in a world of we, not me,” he concludes. Despite its many shortcomings, SiCKO may influence how Americans talk about our health care system and what we want from it, because it’s the big picture that counts.
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